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Abstract (en)
A connection arrangement for connecting a vertical element and a beam (31) to each other, the connection arrangement comprising a beam part
fastenable to an end of the beam (31), which beam part comprises an end plate (41) in which there is a downwardly open slot (48), at the bottom
of which there is an abutment surface (58), and a column part fastenable to the vertical element, which column part comprises a tongue part (40)
having a support surface (62) against which the abutment surface (58) of the slot (48) is arranged to be supported. On opposite sides of the tongue
part (40) there are upper support surfaces (66), and in an upper part of the slot (48), on opposite sides, there are upper abutment surfaces (54), one
of which is arranged to be supported against the upper support surface (66) of the tongue part (40) when the beam part has been installed onto the
column part and a torsional moment acts on the beam part. On opposite sides of the tongue part (40) there are lower support surfaces (67), and
a housing (50) is fastened to a back surface of the end plate (41) on either side of the slot (48), inside which housing the lower support surfaces
(67) of the tongue part are arranged when the beam part has been installed onto the column part. An inner side surface (68) of the housing (50) is
arranged to be supported to the lower support surface (67) of the tongue part (40) when a torsional moment acts on the beam part. On the side of
the tongue part (40) there is an inclined side support surface (61), which is inside the housing (50) when the beam part has been installed onto the
column part, and the connection arrangement comprises a wedge (64) which is arrangeable against the inclined side support surface (61) and the
inner surface (68) of the housing (50) in order to support the tongue part (40) to the inner side surface (68) of the housing (50).
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